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The 36 piece version is ideal for smaller bread items such 
as slider rolls, dinner rolls, brioche, hamburger buns, pita 
bread, and tortillas.

The 16 piece version divides dough into larger portions for 
products such as bolillos, teleras, hoagie rolls, and small 
demi loaves.

•  Elimiates scaling dough by hand, reducing labor

• Ideal for small to medium size fresh dough programs, 
such as school food service, retail bakeries, and 
pizzerias

• Optional stand with casters available

•  NSF Certified

Equipment manufactured by Oliver is robustly designed to 

improve the performance, service, and profitability of 

bakery and food service operations. We are a product of 

our history. Our history has defined who we are, but you 

are helping us design what Oliver will become in the 

future. We invite you to consult with your Oliver 

representative to learn more about how our legacy of 

reliable equipment can provide solutions in your operation.

Oliver’s legacy of simple, robust, and reliable bakery equipment is 
evident in our Model 623 Manual Dough Divider. Baking is part art 
and part science. While each baker brings their own passion, vision, 
and flare to the kitchen, there is also the need for science. 
Measuring, weighing, and dividing all require precision. The Oliver 
Model 623 Manual Dough Divider delivers precision in a few simple 
steps:

• Center the pan of hand-flattened dough under dividing head

• Compress the dough for even distribution

• Release dividing knives, and press handle down to divide dough

The Model 623 Divider is available in two size options: 36 or 16 
piece. The 36 piece version will divide equal dough parts from 1–4 
ounces, and the 16 piece divides dough in equal portion between 2 
and 8 ounces. A simple formula provides the calculation for the 
beginning weight of dough: 

Determine product size:  Example: 3 oz 
Multiply by number of divisions (36 or 16):  3 oz x 16 
Total amount of starting dough weight: 3 x 16 = 48 oz (3 lbs) 


